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57304

2010 Mommessin Clos de Tart

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$395.00

DISCOUNT %

$335.00*

15%

"The bouquet is very seductive with introspective black fruit rather than red. The minerality is tangible just below the surface, then a hint of
oyster shell emerging with aeration. The palate has wonderful volume, coming over all fleshy and silky in the mouth thanks to the layered
fresh strawberry and red cherry fruit. There is nigh perfectly judged acidity and a feminine finish that is totally entrancing. What a beautiful,
feminine, refined Clos de Tart." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 97pts

67311

2010 Louis Jadot Clos Saint Denis

$225.00

$195.00*

13%

"The 2010 Clos Saint Denis comes across as seamless and impeccable from start to finish. It is an effortless, graceful wine that defines the
essence of what makes Grand Cru Burgundy Grand Cru. It literally hovers on the palate with impeccable class and personality. The Clos
Saint Denis was made with 100% whole clusters, which comes through in the wine’s personality, especially on the finish." - Reviewed by:
The Wine Advocate - 94 to 96pts

67591

2010 Louis Jadot Clos de la Roche

$165.00

$145.00*

12%

"The 2010 Clos de la Roche is dark, voluptuous and seductive. Black cherries, mint, spices and graphite flesh out on the mid-palate and
finish. The Clos de la Roche boasts gorgeous inner sweetness and perfume, with big, yet fine, tannins that frame the fruit through to the
finish. The style is rather immediate, but I don’t see anything wrong with that." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 94 to 96pts

67603

2010 Louis Jadot Grands Echezeaux

$235.00

$195.00*

17%

"The 2010 Grands Echezeaux shows significantly more energy and floral lift than the Echezeaux. Spices, mint, flowers and graphite are
some of the notes that develop in the glass, adding considerable depth and richness to the fruit. Layers of fruit build to the explosive, dazzling
finish. This is breathtaking juice." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95 to 97pts

67588

2010 Louis Jadot Chapelle Chambertin

$165.00

$150.00*

9%

"The 2010 Chapelle-Chambertin is dark and brooding. Cool, mineral notes lead to slate, black cherries, tar and licorice. This is a decidedly
muscular, intense Burgundy with tons of density and power enshrouded by statuesque tannins. The sheer power and intensity suggest the
Chapelle will require considerable patience. This big, dramatic wine is built for the cellar, but it is without question a showstopper, even
today." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 94 to 96pts

57476

2009 Mommessin Clos de Tart

$450.00

$370.00*

18%

"The 2009 Clos de Tart saturates the palate with exotic, ripe red fruit. The quality of the fruit gives an impression of near seamlessness
despite the wine’s considerable volume and depth. Tar, licorice and smoke are some of the many notes that wrap around the intense,
powerful finish." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

57492

2010 Olivier Bernstein Bonnes Mares

$325.00

$285.00*

12%

"Here the expressive nose offers up a high-toned, pure and impressively complex mix of red and blue pinot fruit, violets and discreet wood
nuances. There is fine richness and excellent concentration to the powerful middle weight flavors that brim with a fine minerality on the
attractively textured if moderately austere, balanced and built to age finish. As with the Clos de la Roche, there is excellent phenolic ripeness
to the structural elements." - Reviewed by: Burghound - 95pts

39313

2009 Louis Jadot Chapelle Chambertin

$185.00

$150.00*

19%

"Complex, soil-driven aromas of dark berries, cherry, licorice, pepper and minerals, lifted by a note of blood orange. Juicy, intensely flavored
and imploded; taut and powerful yet at the same time elegant. The crop level here was close to 50 hectoliters per hectare, noted Lardiere, but
the grapes were small and no saignee was done. The long finish shows a distinctly creamy aspect." 92-95 pts, reviewed by Stephen Tanzer.
- Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 92 to 95pts

64784

2011 Meo Camuzet Echezeaux

$250.00

$215.00*

14%

"This is a wine of contrast as the ripe and spicy nose is really quite cool and restrained with its aromas of black fruit, cassis, plum and plenty
of earth influence. There is impressive richness and excellent volume to the quite finely detailed medium weight plus flavors that possess
good power, size and weight on the marvelously long finish." - Reviewed by: Burghound - 92 to 95pts

72941

2012 Bernard Dugat Py Charmes Chambertin

$595.00

N/A

"The 2012 Charmes-Chambertin Grand Cru is raised entirely in new oak and includes less whole cluster in order to retain the femininity of the
cru. It has a well-defined, mineral rich bouquet that remains tight at the moment, refusing to acquiesce in the glass. The palate is
medium-bodied with very fine, quite succulent tannins, good acidity, a gentle grip and impressive build towards the structured blackberry and
blueberry-driven finish. Very good tension here and in synch with the fruit, this Charmes-Chambertin should age well over the next 20 years."
Reviewed by: Neal Martin, The Wine Advocate - 93-95pts "Another dark, mysterious wine, the 2012 Charmes-Chambertin is laced with dark
red plum, smoke, incense and savory/floral notes. The flavors are rich, round and layered, adding to a sense of simply impeccable balance
and pure texture." - Reviewed by: Vinous - 94 to 96pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated
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57486

2006 Bernard Dugat Py Mazoyeres Chambertin

REG. PRICE

SALE PRICE

DISCOUNT %

$375.00

$295.00*

21%

"Deeply colored. The nose is very gamy with notes of underbrush, leather, spice, smoke and dark berry fruit that is in keeping with the
intensely earthy, textured, pure and serious sleekly muscled flavors that are powerful and structured if also slightly rustic and animal in
character while finishing with moderate austerity." - Reviewed by: Burghound - 95pts

57495

2010 Lignier Michelot Clos de la Roche

$225.00

$195.00*

13%

"A ripe but cool and restrained nose features intense violet and rose petal aromas as well as ripe red cherry liqueur and spice nuances is
trimmed in discreet wood. There is terrific concentration to the intense, palate staining and overtly muscular flavors that give off a very fine
minerality that adds lift to the driving, long and impeccably well-balanced finish." - Reviewed by: Burghound - 95pts

39310

2009 Louis Jadot Bonnes Mares

$240.00

$220.00*

8%

"Very ripe but vibrant aromas of crushed stone, fresh herbs, white pepper and iodine, with a touch of prune. Then silky and primary in the
mouth, with captivating forest floor, mineral and tree bark flavors perked up by white wine notes of hazelnut and peach. Wonderfully vibrant,
saline, multidimensional wine that broadens out impressively on the back end and leaves the salivary glands quivering." 93-96 pts, reviewed
by Stephen Tanzer. - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 93 to 96pts

57487

2006 Bernard Dugat Py Charmes Chambertin

$395.00

$365.00*

8%

"A red berry liqueur nose complements beautifully the excellent quality and fine material of the generous, rich, sweet and full-bodied flavors
that possess excellent detail despite the robust character of the mid-palate, all wrapped in a strikingly complex, dusty, mouth coating and
amazingly long finish. This is a seriously impressive effort and a legitimate candidate for the Charmes of the vintage." - Reviewed by:
Burghound - 95pts

67606

2010 Louis Jadot Mazis-Chambertin

$145.00

$125.00*

14%

"The 2010 Mazis-Chambertin is strikingly beautiful. There is just one barrel of the Mazis resting in the Jadot cellar, and this is a new barrel, so
the aromas and flavors haven’t begun to emerge just yet. Still, it is impossible to miss the sheer elegance and finesse of the tannin, as
well as the wine’s exceptional overall balance. A fine, nuanced finish laced with the sweetest red berries and rose petals leaves the last
impression. This is a fabulous showing." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 94 to 96pts

57493

2010 Olivier Bernstein Clos de Beze

$495.00

$450.00*

9%

"Saturated ruby-red. Superripe yet elegant aromas of blackberry coulis, bitter chocolate, smoky minerals and violet. Pure silk on entry, then
remarkably sappy and delineated in the middle. For a wine with a serious tannic spine this is remarkably delicate. Finishes with outstanding
subtle rising length and exhilarating violet lift." -Stephen Tanzer - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 97pts

39312

2009 Louis Jadot Chambertin Clos de Beze

$275.00

$245.00*

11%

"Pungent, highly perfumed nose offers minerals, dried rose, licorice and pepper; very showy today due to the early malo. Then juicy and
pure, with superb energy and precision giving the wine a penetrating quality rare for the year. The tannins are covered by intense fruit on the
very long finish, which features strong spicy and floral notes and a medicinal reserve." 94-97 pts, reviewed by Stephen Tanzer. - Reviewed
by: International Wine Cellar - 94 to 97pts

57223

2010 Faiveley Clos Vougeot

$195.00

N/A

N/A

"Good deep red. Very pure, complex nose melds black cherry, minerals, black pepper, wild herbs and an earthy nuance. Large-scaled, sweet
and rich, with a strong mineral underpinning to the flavors of black cherry and spices. A very powerful and impressive Clos Vougeot with
outstanding persistence. The crop-limiting effect of the December frost has produced a wine with stunning concentration." -Stephen Tanzer Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 93 to 96pts

272371

2005 Domaine Dujac Clos de la Roche

$675.00

N/A

"Black cherry, kirsch distillate, cedar, incense, iron filings, wet stone, and roasted meats and coffee represent a few of the immediate
aromatic suggestions forced on this taster. In the mouth, it is similarly compelling, with an eruption of clear black cherry, cassis, and meat
juices, faintly bitter notes of fruit skin and pungent herbal and mineral notes adding complexity. The texture is incipiently velvety, imposingly
glossy, and a perfect cover for fine, abundant tannins. Spectacularly rich and reverberative in its multifaceted finish, this sensational wine
deserves at least a decade of rest before re-opening." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 96pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated
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59922

2011 Comte de Vogue Musigny Vieilles Vignes

REG. PRICE

SALE PRICE

DISCOUNT %

$535.00

$475.00*

11%

"A remarkably, and most attractively, cool and restrained nose of various red berries, spice and a beautiful array of floral elements
complements well the rich and equally cool mineral-tinged big-bodied and overtly muscular flavors that possess a really lovely sense of
underlying tension on the clean and pure finish that delivers strikingly good length. This is also clean and firm but with slightly better phenolic
maturity to the supporting structural elements which should allow this beauty to age successfully for many years to come." - Reviewed by:
Burghound - 92 to 95pts

39336

2009 Louis Jadot Clos de la Roche

$185.00

$165.00*

11%

"The 2009 Clos de la Roche comes across as big, powerful and a touch heavy-handed. This shows tons of richness and depth but lacks the
sheer excitement of the estate’s finest wines. The Clos de la Roche is made from purchased wine." 92-95 pts. - Reviewed by: The Wine
Advocate - 92 to 95pts

67589

2010 Louis Jadot Charmes Chambertin

$135.00

N/A

N/A

"The 2010 Charmes-Chambertin is a ravishing wine bursting with vibrant dark cherries, menthol, flowers, spices and graphite. It boasts
gorgeous freshness, clarity and nuance from start to finish. A backbone of insistent minerality gives the wine its center and focus. This is
dazzling juice." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 93 to 95pts

72940

2012 Bernard Dugat Py Gevrey Chambertin Premier Cru

$295.00

N/A

N/A

"As usual, the 2012 Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru is a blend of “Fonteny”, “Corbeaux” and “Perrieres”, raised entirely in new
wood and includes 60-70% whole cluster. It has a tightly wound bouquet, the new oak prominent at the moment and masking the terroir
expression. The palate has a core of sweet, ripe, citrus-fresh fruit that is very well delineated. The palate certainly carries the oak well,
allowing opulent ripe cassis and blackcurrant fruit to flourish before retreating towards a welcome, quite linear finish. The final impression is
that this premier cru is backward, despite the generosity of the nose, and deserves several years to show its best. Good potential though."
Reviewed by: Neal Martin, The Wine Advocate - 91-93pts "Stunning purity and delineation are the signatures of the 2012 Gevrey-Chambertin
1er Cru. Dark red and black cherries, menthol, licorice and cloves burst form the glass. The tannins are firm, yet they are also beautifully
balanced by the sheer density of the fruit. Rich and voluptuous throughout, the 2012 is firing on all cylinders today. Like all of the wines in this
range, the 1er Cru is going to require quite a bit of patience. The 1er Cru is a blend of fruit from Fontenys, Corbeaux and La Perrie`re." Reviewed by: Vinous - 93 to 95pts

67580

2010 Louis Jadot Bonnes Mares

$225.00

N/A

N/A

"The 2010 Bonnes-Mares Grand Cru is much bolder and more extravagant on the nose than the Amoureuses with potent mulberry, raspberry
and a hint of tomato vine. The tannins are very supple on the palate, the acidity well-judged with raspberry, red currant and cranberry notes.
It builds in the mouth, the tannins taking over to manifest a more serious Bonnes-Mares than the nose implies." - Reviewed by: The Wine
Advocate - 95pts

59101

2010 Louis Jadot Le Musigny

$550.00

N/A

N/A

"Bright medium red. Candied raspberry, blood orange, peony, crushed stone and white pepper; a real essence of Musigny. Like liquid silk on
the palate, offering an uncanny combination of sweetness and energy. Totally primary today yet even more showy than the Amoureuses. The
tactile, high-pitched flavors of pomegranate, citrus peel and flowers carry through on the explosive aftertaste. It's nearly impossible to scrape
this elixir off the palate." - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 95 to 98pts

72942

2012 Bernard Dugat Py Mazis Chambertin

$795.00

N/A

N/A

"Rose petals, violets, anise and sweet red cherries lift from the glass in Dugat-Py's 2012 Mazis-Chambertin. The contours are refined, silky
and polished throughout. This is a fabulous showing from a wine that is vibrant, crystalline and utterly breathtaking. Although the Mazis is
quite floral and intensely aromatic, it also has plenty of depth and mid-palate pliancy." Reviewed by: Antonio Galloni, Vinous - 95-97pts
"There are three barrels of the 2012 Mazis-Chambertin Grand Cru this year, which includes around 85% whole cluster fruit. Despite a touch
of reduction, the floral nature of this grand cru shows through, violets and rose petals sprinkled over the intense dark berry fruit and minerals.
The palate is very concentrated with intense black fruit. It offers a beguiling sense of symmetry and one of the most powerful finishes that you
will find in this vintage. This is a true vin de garde – don’t touch for 15 years, but it will be a behemoth to behold." - Reviewed by: The
Wine Advocate - 97 to 99pts

72943

2012 Bernard Dugat Py Mazoyeres Chambertin

$645.00

N/A

"Good bright, dark ruby-red. Less floral and feminine than the Charmes, showing aromas of spices and smoky minerality. Densely packed,
chewy and tactile but not overripe, with terrific lift to its crushed stone and pepper flavors. Very broad and long on the aftertaste." Reviewed
by: Stephen Tanzer, International Wine Cellar - 93-96pts "The 2012 Mazoyeres-Chambertin Grand Cru comes from vines just 60-metres
distant from the Charmes-Chambertin, and this blend includes around 90% whole cluster fruit. It has a superb bouquet, the mineral core
penetrating the carapace of dark cherry, blackberry and wild strawberry fruit that is beautifully defined, seductive and pure. The palate is
medium-bodied with fine, slightly chalky tannins. This has very good backbone, rendering the finish quite stern and aloof, but it will age with
consummate style. There are just 2½ barrels this year." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95 to 97pts
Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated
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72938

2012 Bernard Dugat Py Gevrey Chambertin Lavaux Saint Jacques

REG. PRICE

SALE PRICE

DISCOUNT %

$365.00

N/A

N/A

"The 2012 Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru Lavaux St-Jacques is reduced to just two barrels this year, from vines located just behind Bernard
Dugat’s house, and includes around 75% whole cluster fruit. It has a beguiling, floral bouquet with dried violet petals infusing the lush dark
cherry and cassis fruit that is extremely well defined and carries the oak with ease. The palate is medium-bodied with a gentle grip on the
entry. This is a dense Gevrey but the acidity is nicely pointed and slices through the thickly layered dark berry fruit on the finish that springs a
spicy tail to keep you on your toes. There is palpable energy here – superb." Reviewed by: Neal Martin, The Wine Advocate - 93-95pts "A
sweet, expressive bouquet melds into dark red berries, mint, wild flowers, spices and crushed rocks in the 2012 Gevrey-Chambertin Lavaux
St. Jacques. The 2012 speaks of finesse in its brilliant, beautifully delineated flavors and impeccable overall balance. The seamless, gracious
finish makes it hard to resist a second taste." - Reviewed by: Vinous - 94 to 96pts

27345

2008 Louis Jadot Chapelle Chambertin

$125.00

$89.99*

"Sexy nose combines dark berries, smoked meat and minerals. Creamy, layered and deep, with terrific energy and penetration and a
powerful impression of extract. Finishes broad, sweet and very long. Showing spectacularly today." 92-95 pts. Reviewed by Stephen Tanzer.
- Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 92 to 95pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

28%

